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The Vampire King's Mate
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I was a blessed vampire queen until the day I decided to kill my
king.Now I'm a captive of alpha wolves, rulers of the Luxa Pack, and
it is no place for a vampire. They decide to keep me as a slave on
this strange land across the sea, and no part of me ever wants to go
back to my home.I ran from my world, from my people, and from
everything I had ever known to a world much darker than I ever thought
possible.I crave their blood, they crave my immortality. They also
want my heart, and if they knew who I really wasthey would want my
throne.Dark Menage Romance 18+ WARNING: Contains dark themes not for
the faint of heart.

Called by the Vampire - Book 3
Dracula is an 1897 Gothic horror novel by Irish author Bram Stoker. It
introduced the character of Count Dracula and established many
conventions of subsequent vampire fantasy. The novel tells the story
of Dracula's attempt to move from Transylvania to England so that he
may find new blood and spread the undead curse, and of the battle
between Dracula and a small group of people led by Professor Abraham
Van Helsing.
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Vampire Knight: Memories
The Vampire King's Mate [Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative
Paranormal Romance, M/M, vampires, werewolves, HEA] In the midst of a
war between vampires and werewolves that's been waged for centuries,
King Kevyan Melrose lands an unexpected mate. Dorian Keller, an
outrageous, openly gay man, finds himself in a world where fiction is
fact. Having the most gorgeous man he's ever met tell him they are
mated throws him for a loop, but hearing the man claim to be a vampire
and learning that that he himself is a werewolf blows his mind and
sends him running for the hills. But with the evidence put right in
front of him, he is left with no choice but to adjust his thinking
especially since turning furry has become his new norm. ** A Siren
Erotic Romance

Broken (the Captive Series Prequel)
When they are attacked on their way back to the palace, Aria will do
whatever it takes to put an end to the threat seeking to destroy
everyone she loves. Focused on gathering troops, and separated from
Braith, she will learn what it means to lead as queen… or die trying.
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Braith will sacrifice everything to keep Aria safe, but there are some
things he doesn’t understand. Separated, they must take different
paths that might not lead back to each other. Jack will never stop
fighting to secure the future of their world and keep the peace.
However, he’s not expecting the new danger that rises from within
their allies… one none of them saw coming. Find out how it all ends in
the thrilling conclusion to The Captive Series. ***Mature YA/New
Adult. This book contains some language, violence, and sexual
situations. Recommended for ages sixteen and up.*** This series is now
complete. Recommended reading order for The Captive Series. Captured
(Book 1) Renegade (Book 2) Refugee (Book 3) Salvation (Book 4)
Redemption (Book 5) Broken (The Captive Series Prequel) Vengeance
(Book 6) Unbound (Book 7) Keywords: Romantic fantasy for young adults
twists supernatural love story enemies to lovers action adventure
thriller fantasy creatures overcoming obstacles supernatural suspense
folklore fiction drama new adult dystopian strong male lead twists
fantasy coming of age mythical creatures teen romance strong heroine
dystopian love story supernatural love story young adult romance book
folklore romance suspenseful teen romance angst vampire alpha male.

Vampires in the Lemon Grove
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When her boyfriend Bill, a vampire who has been rather distracted of
late, disappears, Sookie Stackhouse journeys to Jackson, Mississippi,
to find her beloved, who has gotten himself caught in a dangerous web
of murder and betrayal at Club Dead, an elite underground society.
Original.

Blood Captive
Henrik Magnusson is supposed to be immortal, but a mysterious ailment
leaves the vampire king near death, and not even the blood of the
Proffered, human virgins trained to serve the elite, can sustain him.
Then he rescues a beautiful young woman from his enemies, and is
filled with blood lust and desire he hasn’t felt for centuries.

Blood Traitor
Big Girls Do It
I bought her. I own her. But she’ll never be mine… A Vampire King The
moment she stepped on stage, I had to have her in my bed. My
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submissive, kneeling at my feet. But this captive virgin is more than
what she seems… A spy in my kingdom. A weapon honed by my enemy. She
hates me, but hate is a passion perilously close to love A captured
queen All my life I’ve trained for one purpose. One ultimate goal:
kill the Vampire King. I expected a fight. Pain. Torture. I didn’t
expect to want him. My body is a weapon he turns against me. But I
can’t forget my fallen pack. My quest for revenge. My mission is
simple: Seduce him. Earn his trust. Bring him down. Above all: don’t
fall in love.

Captive Vow
Grab the first three books in the series readers are calling, “a
Paranormal Romance that is spellbinding and will hold the reader
captive until the last page!” Book 1: Captured Taken from her beloved
family and woods, Aria’s biggest fear isn’t death it’s becoming a
blood slave for a member of the vampire race. No matter her fate, she
must keep her identity hidden from the monsters imprisoning her. She’s
already branded a member of the rebellion, but the vampires can never
learn the truth of her involvement. Hoping for death, Aria’s world
turns upside down when Braith steps forward to claim her. The powerful
vampire delays her execution, but it’s only a matter of time before he
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destroys her. Book 2: Renegade Free of the palace, Aria is tormented
by memories of Braith… the vampire prince who shattered her heart. Her
only solace from the anguish is with Max, her best friend, and fellow
blood slave. Just as Aria begins to salvage the broken pieces of her
wounded spirit, a marauding group of vampires raid the caves where the
rebels are temporarily sheltered. With the security of the caves gone,
and vampires hunting them, Aria tries to stay hidden while she
searches for her family. She isn’t expecting to come face to face with
Braith. Book 3: Refugee Determined to find the remaining vampires who
stood against his father in the war, Braith knows it’s dangerous to
enter the inhospitable land. It’s also their only chance of finding
allies who might join the rebellion to overthrow the king. Aria’s
determined to help Braith locate the vampires who could help with
their cause. However, the world they uncover within The Barrens makes
her realize that it won’t be war or the king who tears her and Braith
apart… It will be her. ***The Captive Series is mature YA/New Adult.
This book contains some language, violence, and sexual situations.
Recommended for ages sixteen and up.*** Keywords: Dystopian fiction
anthologies and collections new adult dystopian strong male lead
twists action adventure thriller fantasy creatures teen romance strong
heroine action adventure romantic fantasy for young adults twists
suspenseful new adult dystopian vampire strong male lead angst love
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story anthologies and collections young adult romance book strong
heroine supernatural suspense folklore fiction drama suspenseful teen
romance enemies to lovers action adventure thriller overcoming
obstacles.

The Vampire King's Mate [The Melrose Coven] (Siren
Publishing Classic Manlove)
***Though this book is a standalone novel, it is highly recommended it
is read after the first five books in The Captive Series as it does
contain spoilers.*** The Captive Series introduced the vampire king
infamous for decimating the human and vampire races. Now it's time to
meet the man who existed before he became a tyrant. At twenty-five,
Atticus is the last surviving member of the most powerful line of
vampires and is known as a prince amongst his kind. However, the life
of luxury and privilege he's always known is about to change. With his
life shattered, and an all-consuming thirst for revenge the only thing
keeping him going, he is left with only one realization Sometimes what
rises from the ashes of a broken man, is a monster. ***The Captive
Series is mature YA/New Adult. This book contains some language,
violence, and sexual situations. Recommended for ages sixteen and
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up.*** Recommended reading order for the completed Captive Series.
Captured (Book 1) Renegade (Book 2) Refugee (Book 3) Salvation (Book
4) Redemption (Book 5) Broken (The Captive Series Prequel) Vengeance
(Book 6) Unbound (Book 7)

Lycan's Blood Queen
An ancient dragon warrior determined to protect what’s his… Former
general Mikael lost his clan, his family, everything, thousands of
years ago. Now he’s awakened in a new world that’s trying to rebuild.
He and his brothers are ordered to live with Avery, a human female,
and her younger brothers. Avery is nothing he should want. She’s too
soft, too sweet…too happy. But he can’t stop his growing obsession
with her. The human female who threatens his jaded heart… House
flipper Avery is no stranger to heartbreak, and knows that the ones
you love most can stab you in the back the quickest. When she’s asked
to shelter a bunch of dragon shifters, her instinct is to say no.
Until she meets the ragtag group of males who are struggling to adjust
to the new world. Against her better judgment, she agrees to take them
in. Even if the gruff Mikael has heartbreak written all over him, she
can’t help but fall for the sexy dragon a little more every day. But
when a threat from his past emerges, promising to tear their world
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apart, things suddenly change between them. As they race against the
clock to save her family, Mikael must risk everything and claim her
before it’s too late. Author note: Though part of a series, this book
may be read as a stand-alone, complete with HEA. Ancients Rising
Series Ancient Protector, #1 Ancient Enemy, #2 Ancient Enforcer, #3
Ancient Vendetta, #4

Misery
After an almost fatal car crash, novelist Paul Sheldon finds himself
being nursed by a deranged fan who holds him captive.

The Spider #26
These are the stories of what happened during the 1,000 years of
Kaname’s slumber and the start of his human life. Yuki and Zero
attempt to capture the "Vampire King," who is responsible for the
recent bombings. While trying to deactivate a bomb, Zero is taken
hostage, and Yuki and Maria head to his rescue. -- VIZ Media

The Captive Series Bundle (Books 1-3)
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The Andromeda Strain meets The Stand in this startling and stunning
thriller that brings to life a unique vision of the apocalypse and
plays brilliantly with vampire mythology, revealing what becomes of
human society when a top-secret government experiment spins wildly out
of control. At an army research station in Colorado, an experiment is
being conducted by the U.S. Government: twelve men are exposed to a
virus meant to weaponize the human form by super-charging the immune
system. But when the experiment goes terribly wrong, terror is
unleashed. Amy, a young girl abandoned by her mother and set to be the
thirteenth test subject, is rescued by Brad Wolgast, the FBI agent who
has been tasked with handing her over, and together they escape to the
mountains of Oregon. As civilization crumbles around them, Brad and
Amy struggle to keep each other alive, clinging to hope and unable to
comprehend the nightmare that approaches with great speed and no
mercy. . . From the Hardcover edition.

Unbound (The Captive Series Book 7)
A dark paranormal romance/urban fantasy with sex, mystery and
humor--the ultimate vampire chick lit Kismet Knight is a young
psychologist with a growing clinical practice, and she's always
looking for something to give her the edge in her chosen career. When
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her new client turns out to be a Goth teenager who desperately wants
to become a vampire, Kismet is inspired to become the vampire shrink,
offering her services to people who believe they are undead. Kismet
herself, as a scientist, knows it's hokum, but she's looking at it in
a purely psychoanalytic light, already imagining the papers she's
going to write on this strange subculture. That's until she meets the
leader of a vampire coven, a sexy, mysterious man who claims to be a
powerful 800-year-old vampire, and she is pulled into a whirlwind of
inexplicable events that start her questioning everything she once
believed about the paranormal.

Night Reigns
Dianne Duvall portrays a world of temptation, loyalty, and heartbreak.
. .a world where danger and desire walk hand in hand. . . Ami isn't
much for trusting strangers. She has a hard time trusting anyone. But
she's no coward, and she's no pushover in the protection department
either. So when she comes across a mysterious warrior taking on eight
deranged vampires on his own, she doesn't hesitate to save his bacon.
Of course, that was before she realized what one little rescue would
get her into. . . Marcus Graden has been an Immortal protector of
humanity for eight hundred years, and he's not interested in backup.
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From the moment Ami arrives in his life, he can't deny that she's
strong, smart, and extremely skilled at watching his back. But she's
also destroying his protective solitude and stirring desires he can't
bear to awaken. After all, whatever her secrets--how can she defeat
death itself? "A thrilling and chilling new paranormal series.
Fantastic!" --Romantic Times "These dark, kick-ass guardians can
protect me any day!" --Alexandra Ivy

Pieces of Us
These are the stories of what happened during the 1,000 years of
Kaname’s slumber and the start of his human life. Yuki and Zero have
decided to become a couple. Though relations between the Hunter
Society and vampires have improved, bombs have been set off in the
city, and the “Vampire King” is claiming responsibility. Yuki, Zero,
Aido and Kaien enter the battle to protect those they care about. -VIZ Media

Taken by the Vampire King (Mills & Boon Nocturne Cravings)
Supernatural bounty hunter Reagan Somerset gets stuck working with an
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elder vampire, despite her many misgivings. While on the job, a host
of lies, treachery, and new enemies are revealed, and the truth of her
identity is threatened. With her strong level of magic, Reagan has
never been afraid of anythinguntil now.

Appleton's Magazine
Never before had greedy, criminal genius loosed so loathsome and
deadly a weapon! The Bat Man-leading a band of savages, releasing
clouds of bloodthirsty vampire bats-planned to make himself a greater
conqueror than Napoleon or Genghis Khan! One man stood in his wayRichard Wentworth, who when the Law fails, sallies forth as the dread
Spider to spread red death in the Underworld. And the Spider-his
beloved Nita forfeited, his loyal servants captive, his own life ever
in horrible danger-must battle both the Bat Man and a broken heart!

The Vampire Book
Aaron George Randolph, ruling King of the Lycans, is hell-bent on
revenge for his mother's brutal death at the hands of Vampires. But
when a suspicious student takes up resident on his turf, he can't help
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but be drawn to her despite knowing what she is.Taken into custody by
the ruling family of Brookedge, Mia's life is complicated by the whole
different world of mythical creatures living among humans. Now she
must survive the impending civil war between old rivals, all the while
learning about her true self and the power she holds. Torn between the
nature of who she is and the overwhelming desire for the Lycan king,
her choices are minimal.What begins as vicious hostility changes into
defying desire as Aaron and Mia are brought together by an unforgiving
grudge that miraculously blooms into something unexpected that neither
knew they needed.With the war on the rise and a powerful enemy at the
head of it, will their feelings for each other heal them in time? Or
will they be forced to part ways and deny each other what was fated to
be?

Vampire Knight: Memories, Vol. 4
Kidnapped by vampires. Held captive for their blood. Escaping could
cost them their lives or worse.Azalea Nydira knows there's no escape
from the underground vampire city of Terra Nocturne. Her only hope for
a better life is to climb the social ladder by joining the Blood Den,
a brothel where elves sell their blood as well as their bodies. When
one of her encounters turns violent, she's thrust into the arms of
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Lord Nero Cineris, ruler of Terra Nocturne.Nero can offer her a life
of luxury with everything she's ever wanted, but is the cost of
belonging to the most dangerous vampire in the city too high?Miria
Delien has always been determined to return to the surface, but she
won't leave without the people she cares about. When Miria finds
herself in trouble with the city guard, she needs to get out of the
city before her sentence kills her. But every choice she makes puts
her friends in more danger, and she's running out of time.If Miria
does find a way out of Terra Nocturne, will Azalea even want to come
with her?True Blood and Harlots meet Game of Thrones in Reign of
Blood, an adult dark fantasy series by Becca Blake.Scroll up and oneclick to start reading book one of this deadly dark fantasy series
today!

Captured (The Captive Series Book 1)
I take you. To honor and obey. Till death do us part. This is my
solemn vow. I am caught in the madness of a deep obsession. Stolen
away to become his perfect and dutiful wife. Trapped in a twisted and
dark courtship. Forced and trained in the wifely duties of an obedient
bride. I am his. Captive ever after… ***Captive Vow is a dark romantic
thriller. If you don’t like a sprinkle of shock, a dash of taboo, and
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a heavy dose of dirty, then don’t take a sip of my cocktail.

Blood Heir
Jessica is a young and powerful witch on a desperate mission to find
her soul-mate-a hot vampire king who haunts her dreams with steamy
memories of their blissful past life. The problem is that he could
already be dead. To complicate matters further, a psychotic vampire is
after her. He wants the grimoire she stole. For protection, she can
only rely on her best friend's family. When she arrives at Affinity,
she is brought closer to her goal. But encountering the man of her
dreams is only half the battle. Convincing him that she is his
reincarnated love may prove to be next to impossible. Some memories
should remain hidden. If unlocked, death will claim Jessica before her
enemy. Although, her survival won't matter if she faces a rejection
that will shatter her very soul.

Vampire King Dethroned
For five long years, Viktor, The Heartless King of Prajna, has ignored
the cicatrice on his palm. The birthmark, which awakens only when a
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vampire's fated mate is soon to cross his path, is a complication he
does not need. A chance encounter with his true mate unexpectedly
rocks him to the core. Unwilling to deny the pull of her soul to his,
he bonds with the female, believing he can handle the one major
obstacle standing in his way of happiness.When Eden's betrothal to the
Wolf King of the North falls through, she rejoices. For the first time
in her life, she believes her fate is her own. She later finds out how
very wrong she was, and runs headfirst into the arms of a vampire.
Soon, nefarious forces work against the pair. While Viktor tries to
protect his mate, Eden learns the consequences of falling for a king
who has no heart.***The Vampire King's Mate is the second book in the
Fate of Imperium Series. Each book is the story of a different king
and his fated mate. While the three books do not have to be read in
order, it is highly recommended.

Dark Prophet
A second chance romance about a girl who returns to her hometown to
find her first love is not the town sheriff.

Blood Bound
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Taken from her beloved family and woods, Aria’s biggest fear isn’t
death it’s becoming a blood slave for a member of the vampire race. No
matter her fate, she must keep her identity hidden from the monsters
imprisoning her. She’s already branded a member of the rebellion, but
the vampires can never learn the truth of her involvement. Hoping for
death, Aria’s world turns upside down when Braith steps forward to
claim her. The powerful vampire delays her execution, but it’s only a
matter of time before he destroys her. Aria’s determination to hate
Braith only increases when she learns he’s a member of the royal
family responsible for reducing humans to nothing more than servants
and slaves. However, his strange kindness and unexpected gentleness
slowly make her realize he’s more than just a monster. Torn between
her loyalties to the rebellion, and a growing love for her greatest
enemy, Aria must decide between everything she’s ever known and a love
she never dreamed of finding. The Captive Series is mature YA/New
Adult. This book contains some language, violence, and sexual
situations. Recommended for ages sixteen and up. Recommended reading
order for the completed Captive Series. Captured (Book 1) Renegade
(Book 2) Refugee (Book 3) Salvation (Book 4) Redemption (Book 5)
Broken (The Captive Series Prequel) Vengeance (Book 6) Unbound (Book
7) Keywords: Teen romance strong heroine action adventure contemporary
fantasy fiction urban fantasy young adult romance book folklore
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romance suspenseful teen romance new adult dystopian love story
supernatural love story action adventure new adult dystopian strong
male lead fantasy coming of age strong male lead supernatural suspense
enemies to lovers young adult romance book strong heroine vampire
fantasy character with special needs vampire romance alpha male
dystopian love story fantasy coming of age mythical creatures folklore
fiction hate to love romance.

The Vampire Shrink
New York Times bestselling author, K.N. Lee presents the sequel to
Netherworld, an epic urban fantasy adventure perfect for fans of True
Blood and The Avengers. Some vampires are made. One half-blood with a
mysterious lineage was born to change the world. Koa can't seem to
catch a break. A curse has forced her mother to live as a cat, an
insane demon can't wait to make her his slave, and her boss--a fallen
angel will risk redemption to save her. They formed the perfect
supernatural crew of agents to stop Bund, but the odds are stacked
against them when a vampire king builds a new empire in England. In
the midst of a war between the humans of the mortal world, and the
creatures of the Netherworld, Koa discovers the truth of her
mysterious past, and finds herself torn between two men, while in the
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center of everything.Faced with the reality of all her returned
memories, Koa is becoming more powerful than ever. Being a half-blood
is hard enough, but what exactly is Koa's other half? Will the
Netherworld Division stand behind Koa once they learn her secret?

Dracula
Maggie was supposed to be dead. But Sebastian stepped in at the last
minute to change her life forever, and now Maggie has to face
instincts and handle evils she never wanted. Sebastian thought he was
saving her, but the reality may be that he’s thrust her into a world
she feels is worse than hell. Lyndsey publicly steps into her role as
a Princess and discovers it’s no fairy tale. She’s faced with a
challenge that defies all the rules she used to know. In an instant,
her moral compass has to change because her first act as Princess sets
the course for centuries as the future Queen of the O’Kelly kingdom.

La Prisonnière des Faes
« Ces livres m’ont époustouflée ! La meilleure histoire d’amour
paranormale que j’ai jamais lue ! » Anna Zaires, auteure de bestPage 21/31
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sellers du New York Times J’ai la pire des colocataires de fac. Cécile
me vole ma nourriture, amène des hommes à toute heure et fait la fête
au lieu d’étudier. Mais ces excentricités ne sont rien en comparaison
de ce qu’elle a fait ensuite. Elle m’a droguée, et je me suis
réveillée emprisonnée dans un univers parallèle rempli de créatures
terrifiantes. Maintenant, la créature la plus grande et la plus
effrayante de toutes, un roi des Faes, croit que je suis son amie. Il
m’a libérée du donjon, mais il me garde près de lui. Si proche, en
fait, que je commence à aimer son regard glacial et son corps ciselé
par la glace. Mais les secrets et les méchants rôdent dans ce nouveau
monde, et je ne sais pas si je survivrai assez longtemps pour arriver
à rentrer chez moi. Note de l’auteur : La Prisonnière des Faes est le
premier livre d’une série qui mettra le feu à votre imagination – et
ailleurs…

Vampire Captive
We are death and shadow, we are nightmares come alive, we are
vampires. Thirty years have passed since vampire king Tyr Ulfhednar
was torn from his throne and banished to the bottom of the sea. Freed
from his prison, Tyr doesn’t know what to expect when he returns home
to Scarlet Harbor. But even a thousand years of existence can’t
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prepare him for her. Newly-turned vampire Ashley King does her best to
rise to the never-ending challenges of being queen. When a sexy,
powerful stranger shows up on her doorstep with a claim to her throne,
she’s as tempted to kill him as she is to kiss him. But this perceived
enemy might just be the only chance she has at conquering the trials
that lie ahead…if he doesn’t conquer her first. Additional Keywords:
vampires, vampire royalty, action adventure romance

Born in Fire
Acclaimed author Jennifer A. Nielsen returns to the beloved world of
her New York Times bestseller The False Prince in a highly anticipated
fourth book in the Ascendance Series! In a peaceful Carthya, Jaron
leads as the Ascendant King with Imogen beside him -- but the peace he
fought so long for is not destined to last.On a routine sea voyage,
Jaron's ship is brutally attacked, and he is taken hostage. The
mysterious captors and their leader, Jane Strick, accuse Jaron of
unthinkable acts. They are also in possession of some shocking items
-- including the crown and sword that belonged to Jaron's older
brother, Darius. The items unearth a past Jaron thought he had put
behind him.Though it seems impossible, Jaron must consider: Could
Darius be alive? And what does Strick want from Jaron? Against his
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will, Jaron will be pulled back into a fight for the throne -- and a
battle to save his kingdom.Return to Carthya to uncover new secrets,
high-stakes action, and Jennifer A. Nielsen's signature breathtaking
twists.

Stephen King Goes to the Movies
Cashel Blackthorne took me captive. I hated him. I wanted him. I fell
for him. Then everything I knew changed. I got away from the
Blackthorne vampires, but they still want my blood. Living a nomadic
life with a band of hunters, I learned how to fight and how to defend
myself. Now I'm torn between the deep feelings I've developed for my
captor and the new attraction I have for Logan, the rugged hunter who
came for me. Cashel Blackthorne may have taken my heart, but he also
taught me a lesson Never trust a vampire.

The Witch and the Vampire King
From the author of the novel Swamplandia!—a finalist for the Pulitzer
Prize—comes a magical and uniquely daring collection of stories that
showcases the author’s gifts at their inimitable best. Within these
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pages, a community of girls held captive in a Japanese silk factory
slowly transmute into human silkworms and plot revolution; a group of
boys stumble upon a mutilated scarecrow that bears an uncanny
resemblance to a missing classmate that they used to torment; a
family’s disastrous quest for land in the American West has grave
consequences; and in the marvelous title story, two vampires in a sundrenched lemon grove try to slake their thirst for blood and come to
terms with their immortal relationship. Named a Best Book of the Year
by: The Boston Globe O, The Oprah Magazine Huffington Post The A.V.
Club A Washington Post Notable Book An NPR Great Read of 2013

The Passage
Burton's adaptation from a Hindi recension of a framed story cycle,
which also appears in the Kathsaritsgara.

Broken (The Captive Series Book 8)
In The Captive Series the vampire king that decimated the human and
vampire races was introduced, but now it's time to meet the man that
existed before he became a tyrannical king. At twenty-five, Atticus is
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the last surviving member of the most powerful line of vampires, and
is known as a prince amongst his kind. The life of luxury and
privilege he's always known is about to change in ways that he never
could have seen coming though. Ways that will forever alter the course
of his life, the lives of all those around him, and the history of the
world. With his life shattered and an all-consuming thirst for revenge
the only thing keeping him going, he is left with only one realization
Sometimes what rises from the ashes of a broken man, is a monster.

Vikram and the Vampire, Or, Tales of Hindu Devilry
Ancient Enforcer
*The final chapter in Cashel and Olivia's story* Every love story has
an ending. This is mine. Cashel Blackthorne has been my kidnapper, my
tormentor, my protector, and my lover. Now he’s shattered us beyond
repair. He sacrificed his freedom to give me mine, only to have our
bond completely broken. I lost him just when I truly found him. I need
to bring him back to me, to save him from the fate he set for himself,
and most of all, to find a cure. Since all this began, I’ve been their
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prey, but the tables have turned and this time, I’m the hunter. The
Blackthorne vampires won’t take anything from me again.

The Captive Kingdom (The Ascendance Series, Book 4)
The Ultimate Collection of Vampire Facts and Fiction From Vlad the
Impaler to Barnabas Collins to Edward Cullen to Dracula and Bill
Compton, renowned religion expert and fearless vampire authority J.
Gordon Melton, PhD takes the reader on a vast, alphabetic tour of the
psychosexual, macabre world of the blood-sucking undead. Digging deep
into the lore, myths, pop culture, and reported realities of vampires
and vampire legends from across the globe, The Vampire Book: The
Encyclopedia of the Undead exposes everything about the blood thirsty
predator. Death and immortality, sexual prowess and surrender,
intimacy and alienation, rebellion and temptation. The allure of the
vampire is eternal, and The Vampire Book explores it all. The
historical, literary, mythological, biographical, and popular aspects
of one of the world's most mesmerizing paranormal subject. This vast
reference is an alphabetical tour of the psychosexual, macabre world
of the soul-sucking undead. In the first fully revised and updated
edition in a decade, Dr. J. Gordon Melton (president of the American
chapter of the Transylvania Society of Dracula) bites even deeper into
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vampire lore, myths, reported realities, and legends that come from
all around the world. From Transylvania to plague-infested Europe to
Nostradamus and from modern literature to movies and TV series, this
exhaustive guide furnishes more than 500 essays to quench your thirst
for facts, biographies, definitions, and more.

Alpha's Blood
Enjoy all four of the Big Girls Do It stories in one volume, with
special expanded scenes available only in this collection! Big Girls
Do It Better Gorgeous, rock-star guys like Chase Delany don't go for
girls like me. They go for supermodels and actresses, skinny-girls who
never eat and spend all day working out. I'm not that girl. So when he
locked his fiery brown eyes on me for the first time, I couldn't quite
believe it was really happening to me. It was the second night I spent
with him that I'll never forget. Big Girls Do It Wetter Chase went to
New Yorkwithout me. It was only one night, one delicious, sinful
night, but it awakened something within me, and now, with him gone, I
have no one to satiate my sudden, ferocious hunger. Then I woke up one
day and looked at someone near and dear to me in a whole new light.
And my world was rocked once again. Big Girls Do It Wilder I'm going.
Going to New York City to be with gorgeous, mysterious, rockstar Chase
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Delany seemed like a crazy dream, a fantasy come true. The bright
lights and music, and his tight, sexy leather pants called to meand I
answered. Chase might want more and I just might give it to him, if I
could only forget what I started with Jeff back in Detroit. I thought
I had my love life all figured out, I thought I knew what I wanted,
and then things went and changed on me all over again Big Girls Do It
On Top I fled New York with my heart breaking and a million questions.
Foremost in my mind was whether Jeff would even see me after the
colossal mess that New York turned out to be. I discovered the answer,
but that only spawned even more questions, many of the yes or no
variety

Club Dead
A collection of five short stories that have been made into movies
includes "The Mangler," in which a skeptical writer investigates a
supposedly haunted hotel room that has apparently caused at least
forty-two deaths.
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